1st GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING
September 12th - 14th 2016
Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn
Villa Comunale, Naples, Italy
Travel and hotel information for visitors of SZN
Travel by Air:

Capodichino, the international airport of Naples, is located conveniently in the city.
www.aeroportodinapoli.it/ has a very handy site to find flights to and from Naples
From the airport we recommend you take a taxi to your hotel or to the SZN (known as
“l’acquario nella Villa Dohrn” by taxi drivers). The taxi fare from the airport to Hotels is
€23,00 tariffa predeterminata. It is important to ask the driver to use either the taxi meter
or ask to use the predetermined fare. You pay a little bit extra for each piece of luggage.
Ask a “Ricevuto” (Receipt) if needed.
If
you
are
a
bit
more
adventurous,
take
the
ALIBUS
http://www.napoliunplugged.com/naples-alibus-airport-shuttle (4 Euro when buying ticket
in the bus, 3 when at the newspaper stand in the airport). The bus leaves every 30 minutes.
You find the bus stop in a bit of a clumsy place 50 m to the left of the ARRIVI entrance of
the airport. From the second (last) stop, the Molo Beverello, it is a brisk walk to SZN, or
take from there bus 151 in the west-wards direction and get off near the Acquario (SZN)

Travel by Train:

Naples is on the European High-speed network.
Consult
Trenitalia
<http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Purchase>
or
Italo
<www.italotreno.it/en> for their timetables and booking online. From the Stazione Centrale,
take a taxi to your hotel or to the SZN. The taxi fare from the airport to Hotels in the Chiaia
or Mergellina region should be about €12,- €15,Alternatively, you go to the metro station “Piazza Garibaldi,” located in the basement of the
Stazione Centrale. There you take the Metro Linea 2 (direction Pozzuoli) and get off at the
Piazza Amedeo Station. Hotels and SZN are within walking distance (10 min.). Metro/bus
tickets for Linea 2 (€1.50 one way) can be purchased at newspaper stands.
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Hotels:

The SZN is located in the Villa Comunale in the Chiaia neighborhood. There are several fine
hotels and B&Bs in various price classes conveniently close to the SZN. See
www.booking.com or www.venere.com. Book well in time because September is still holiday
season. The SZN does not arrange bookings.

1st General Assembly venue: The Stazione Zoologica location:

The SZN is located in the Villa Comunale in the Chiaia neighborhood, see Google maps. You
can enter the Villa Comunale at various entrances, for instance at the south end of the Via
San Pasquale di Chiaia or at the Piazza Vittoria. Enter the SZN building from the land-side
through the gate, giving access to a courtyard (see Google maps). From there signaletics
will guide you further.

Weather: check <www.ilmeteo.it> for detailed weather forecasts. General prediction for
September: warm and humid with chances of a downpour.

Splendid shopping: there are plenty of posh shops in the area of Riviera di Chiaia,
Piazza dei Martiri, via Chiaia. You are here for the meeting!

